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pt hope residents vent anger
question experiments

POINT HOPBIIOPH some 40
residents turned out for
publicpualicblic meetings to hear
federal officials outline
project chariot cleanupclean up
plans the presentations
by the experts were
frequently interrupted by
angry questions and
comments from the
villagers

who gave you
permission to come in and
dump nuclear waste in our
backyard demanded ray
koonuk north slope
borough NSB project
chariot coordinator for pt
hope

you used us as guinea
pigspig charger 1mgunirma pun
mcutfco1iic6tt

1I lost my son to
cancer said darold

frankson my son was a
hunter and we would
hunt over by ogotorukOgotoruk
creek we want the
federal government to re-
cognize why we arcare so
upset

elder dinah frankson
testified in inupiat about
traditional uses of the
cape thompson area
gathering murre eggs
picking berries fishing
for tomcod and hunting

simultaneous translation
was provided by the NSB
through personal receiver
and translated by leo
Kinneekinneeveaukkinnecvcakkinneeveakveak of pt hope

some called for testing
of marine mammals since
they fear contamination
from the radioactive ex-
perimentsperi ments may have

flowedlowedblowed from snowbank
creek into ogotorukOgo toruk
creek and into the
chukchi sea northwest
residents harvest the
whales seals and walrus
from the sea

public comments on the
draft cleanupclean up plan aream due
march 24 it calls for site
cleanupclean up in july and
august

youve got this plan
here to clean up one 40 by
40 foot mound sasaysy s
rupert koonuk but the
government came up and
did their experiments over
thousands of acres how
arcare we going to get that
cleaned up


